In the following, we describe an N.-categorical, complete, decidable theory T whose language is countably infinite.
T is the theory of a structure 21; but before defining 21, we define another structure 21..
Definition.
Let X be any set, A a family of finite subsets of X. Then
A is monotone on X if Y £ J" and Z C Y imply Z £ J. (In algebraic topology, X, j would be an abstract complex.)
Note that if A is monotone on X and X. is a finite subset of X then J restricts in a natural way to a monotone family J, of finite subsets of Xr We shall write ïj = J r Xj. The construction ensures thatljx = A/. We take 3" = U § ; then ? has the required properties. We shall say that X C N is goofi? if X e 3". 21. is (n, y>.
The structure 21 has base set /V and one re-ary relation P for each Theorem. Proof. Considera theory T, whose language is also L(T) and whose axioms are: 
